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 «With our wide range of electric generators and generators we offer the highest expectations in autonomous electricity supply»
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 20 KVA single phase generator sets

Rental service with a wide range of electric generators and generators for industry, construction and events.

Our XXL RENTAL power generating units offer high performance and low diesel fuel consumption. Manufactured with resistant materials and high quality components for perfect operation. They also have high-quality equipment, an intelligent control unit to control all the parameters of the equipment, an electronic card for connection to PC, GPS and SMS. We highlight the high-performance engine and an oversized alternator to cater for unexpected overloads. The manufacture of our generators is carried out according to the technical specifications of our electrical power division of TST Technical Services. Another strong point of our autonomous electric generators is the soundproofing they offer with a noise reduction of -30 dB. Finally, it should be noted that TST services is committed to reducing polluting gases into the atmosphere.
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 20 KVA single-phase generator sets
	
 Generator set from 20 KVA to 80 KVA

Rental service with a wide range of electric generators and generators for industry, construction, events.

The XXL RENTAL POWER range of power generators are manufactured according to the technical specifications of the TST Electric Power division.

High-quality equipment, an intelligent control unit to control all the parameters of the equipment, an electronic card for connection to PC, GPS and SMS, an oversized motor and alternator to attend to unexpected overloads and a special -30 reduction soundproofing dB.XXL RENTAL POWER
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STAGE 3A GROUPS: They comply with the European Regulation for the emission of polluting gases of MANDATORY COMPLIANCE.
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 20 KVA generator sets
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 30 KVA Stage 3A Generators
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 40 KVA generator sets
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60 KVA STAGE 3A generator sets
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 Generators from 100 KVA to 300 KVA

The XXL RENTAL POWER series generators are manufactured in accordance with the technical specifications of the TST power sector. High-quality equipment, intelligent control unit used to control all equipment parameters, electronic card used to connect PC, GPS and SMS, oversized motor and alternator (can withstand unexpected overloads) and special -30 noise reduction and isolation technology acoustic
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STAGE 3A GROUPS: Comply with the 

European regulation of emission of polluting gases of MANDATORY COMPLIANCE.
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 105 KVA SINCRO STAGE 3A generator sets
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 120 KVA generator sets
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 140 KVA generator sets
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 150 KVA SINCRO STAGE generator sets
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 150 KVA SINCRO STAGE V 150 KVA supersilenced generator sets
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 160 KVA generator sets
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 180 KVA generator sets
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 250 KVA generator sets
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250 KVA SINCRO STAGE 3A generator sets

	
“Rental of generator sets with emergency service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year”
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 Generators from 300 KVA to more than 1,250 KVA

The XXL RENTAL POWER range of power generators are manufactured according to the technical specifications of the TST Electric Power division.

High-quality equipment, an intelligent control unit to control all the parameters of the equipment, an electronic card for connection to PC, GPS and SMS, an oversized motor and alternator to attend to unexpected overloads and a special -30 reduction soundproofing dB.XXL RENTAL POWER: the quietest generator sets on the market.
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STAGE 3A GROUPS: Comply with the 

European regulation of emission of polluting gases of MANDATORY COMPLIANCE.
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 400 KVA generator sets
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 500 KVA SINCRO STAGE 3A generator sets
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 500 KVA SINCRO STAGE 3A Supersilenced generator sets
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 1,000 KVA SINCRO STAGE 3A generator sets
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“Get to know all the generator set installation options”


	
Generator set installation system, synchronized and switched system

Electric control panel mounted on the generator based on a microprocessor for monitoring, measuring and controlling the generator set as a whole. The panel monitors the main power network and starts automatically when it detects a network failure. It includes a complete package of instrumentation measures and load sharing control for parallel up to 20 generation units or generator / grid with elimination of passing through “0” to grid return.
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 Generator set installation systems, synchronized and switched system 
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	Rental duration 

	Rental location 

	Desired machinery 

	Data protection lawWe will use your data to answer inquiries, send commercial communications and perform statistical analysis.
For more information about the treatment and your rights, see the Privacy Policy

	
								
								I think it's good to receive information on offers (don't worry, we will not fill out the email) Read more.
							



	CommentsThis field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.





          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        


Small and portable electric generators, single-phase and three-phase from 2 to 16 KVA

We have a wide range of small diesel and gasoline engine electric generators ideal for work on construction sites and home renovations. Working where the power lines do not reach now is not a problem. Also we have very competitive prices for rent .
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 2 KVA Inverter Portable Electric Generator
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 3 KVA single phase portable electric generator	[image: 3 KVA single-phase portable electric generator rental]
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 Portable Electric Generator 5 KVA Single Phase
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 Portable 6 KVA Inverter Silent Electric Generator
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 8 KVA single phase portable electric generator
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 8 KVA Three Phase Portable Electric Generator	[image: Rent of portable electric generator 8 KVA three-phase]
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 12.5 KVA single phase portable electric generator	[image: Rental of 12.5 KVA single-phase portable electric generator]
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 Portable electric generator 12.5 KVA three-phase	[image: Rent of portable electric generator 12.5 KVA three-phase]
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We have a wide range of electric generators and diesel soundproof generator sets for rent at competitive prices.

At Torres Servicios Técnicos we have more than 40 years of experience in the energy equipment rental sector for events , emergencies, construction and electrical needs in industry.

Our extensive experience in the sector has specialized us in electric generators and generator sets to meet the demands of the current energy rental market. We have a team specialized in technical inquiriesfor project planning, general use, measurements, troubleshooting, and any questions you may have about our autonomous power generating equipment .

Our generators have different characteristics and powers between 20 kVAs up to 1,250 kVAs to meet the needs of a wide range of our clients. We highlight the silent electric generators due to its low diesel consumption and new features such as the shutdown and start-up controller app and data query of the generator set values.

At Torres Servicios Técnicos we are also aware of the emissions generated by our electric generators and generator sets. For this reason, all our generators have the latest generation components and technology in charge of limiting the emission of gases into the environment, thereby acquiring a firm commitment to sustainability. In addition, our equipment is inspected after each service to guarantee optimal performance and perfect operation.

Finally, highlight our emergency response services available 24 hours a day with own logistics support to give a quick response to this service.

What are electric generators used for?

An electric generator has a wide range of utilities, but we can highlight the most common ones such as bringing electricity to remote places or where the power lines do not reach. It is used as a security measure for power outages in public buildings such as hospitals, town halls, schools and also in factories where the assembly line is interrupted due to a failure in the electricity supply. They are also used in events where the place lacks electricity supply or has some kind of limitation.

When to rent a generator set?

	You can rent a generator set as security measure in a contingency plan so that your industry does not stop due to an unexpected power failure
	When the new electricity supply contract has not been entered into and its industry needs more electrical power for production
	In large vessels such as emergency power source or to power equipment heavy lifting gear, winches, pump feeding on dredging vessels
	When the workplace is in inaccessible areas or does not have power lines , nor the possibility of power supply
	For events that need a additional electrical support to the local power grid or are located in a place without power lines
	At open-air concerts for supply of sound, air conditioning and lighting equipment
	As support in electrical and test installations of energy supply 
	On cinematographic, advertising or promotional shootings far from cities or in places without power lines 
	For weather emergencies due to storms, floods and earthquakes where the electricity supply network has been affected
	For construction works and housing renovations when the electrical works contract has not been executed or as support to the electrical network. 


Price of renting a generator set?

The rental price of a generator set is directly related to the time of use. Renting for long periods of time can mean up to 25% savings on an initial budget. Consult with our technicians the need of your projects, they will surely offer you a great offer.

What are the advantages of renting?

More and more companies are realizing the advantages offered by renting for your projects . The main advantage is that you do not need to make a large investment in the purchase of a generator set to use it. In the rent you only pay for the time you use the electric generator. You will save on additional expenses such as maintenance and storage. In addition, the rent has its tax advantages and is completely tax deductible. In case of breakdown, we have a specialized team to repair or replace the equipment with one of similar characteristics, guaranteeing a quick response. 

As you can see, renting electric generators are all advantages!

Specialists in temporary electricity supply, we are your trusted energy provider 

TST Technical Services has a large generator set fleet with different powers and characteristics. Indicated for the generation, distribution and testing of energy for a large number of sectors.

Generators for industry

At Torres servicios Técnicos we are specialized in supplying and generating extra energy in temporary industrial processes. We can also respond to emergencies for blackouts, sudden breakdowns and power outages. We have worked for the automotive sector, steel mills, paper manufacturers and many other industrial sectors. 

Autonomous power generating equipment for the healthcare sector

Our electric generators provide power coverage in temporary tents in hospitals and makeshift primary care centers.

Generators for events

At TST Servicios we have extensive experience in the temporary power supply for events . Our generator sets are used in trade fairs, concerts, exhibitions and sporting events. More than 45 years endorse us. 

Electric generators for audiovisual productions

We offer our large fleet of temporary electric generators to generate power in audiovisual productions, films and commercials.

Generators for Agriculture

We are aware of the importance of agricultural production and the great logistics of machinery that surrounds the sector. At TST Servicios we have developed a rental program to offer our generators in places where the power lines do not reach. 




Electric generators for data center

Our electric generators are ideal for supplying temporary power in data processing centers in maintenance or testing processes. We also have industrial UPSs to protect electrical installations in the event of local equipment repairs.

Autonomous power generating equipment for aviation

At TST services we have a large number of applications for the aviation sector. Among them, we can highlight our large fleet of generator sets with power ranges from 20 kvas to 1250 kvas.

Electric generators for construction

TST we are specialized in temporary energy supply for building contrition, works and home renovations. We also offer special discounts for long term rentals.

Generating sets for the naval sector 

We have participated in a project for the naval sector supplying temporary energy with electric power groups. We have super quiet and very efficient generators. 

Electric generators for contractors

We have specialized technicians to advise you on your projects. We also offer significant discounts and flexibility in long term rentals. 

Rental of generator sets in Barcelona

In Barcelona we have our headquarters located in Vilasar de Dalt that offers coverage for autonomous electrical equipment in the areas of: Barcelona, Girona, Lleida, Tarragona, Al Pirineu i Aran and Terres de L’Ebre (+ see Barcelona headquarters)

Genset rental in Madrid

TST Servicios has a headquarters in the Madrid’s community to meet the demands of services in the rental of electric generators for industry, events and construction in the areas of: Alcalá de Henares, Alcobendas, Alcorcón, Aranjuez, Arganda del Rey, Collado Villalba, Colmenar Viejo, Coslada, Fuenlabrada, Getafe, Leganés, Madrid, Majadahonda, Móstoles, Navalcarnero, Parla San Lorenzo de El Escorial, Torrejón de Ardoz, Torrelaguna, Valdemoro. (+ see Madrid headquarters)

Energy rental in Valencia

Our headquarters in Valencia offers services in rental of electric generators with different powers in the communities of Castellón, Valencia and Alicante (+ see Valencia headquarters)

Rental of generator sets Bilbao

Our Bilbao headquarters offers rental services in Álava, Vizcaya and Guipúzcoa. In addition, we have specialized technicians in the assembly and disassembly of temporary electrical installations. (+ see Bilbao headquarters)

Leasing of Murcia light generators

In the Murcia delegation we offer rental services for diesel generator sets and portable electric generators for agricultural applications.  (+ see Murcia headquarters)

Rental of autonomous power generators in Seville

Our delegation in Seville offers rental services for autonomous power generators with diesel engines. Ideal for events and applications in industry. In addition, we have our own logistics to offer a very fast emergency service (+ see Seville headquarters)

International generator rental service in Morocco

Finally, our delegation in Morocco offers services in power and autonomous electrical distribution in Morocco, Casablanca, Rabat and Tangier.  (+ see Morocco headquarters)


You may also like:

 Safety equipment and electric power generators

 Industrial cold with equipment, evaporators, compacts and chillers

 Industrial heating equipment, for events and temperature control 

 Portable, compact, autonomous air conditioning units without installation to meet the highest expectations in cold air conditioning 

 Extractor equipment for the extraction and impulsion of air 
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Do you have any questions or queries?



Contact our technical department
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WE WORK TO:
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 Farming



[image: Rental of air conditioning, electrical supply and lighting equipment and applications for Town Halls]
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 Town councils
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 Data processing center



[image: Rental of applications and equipment generating energy and heating in construction]
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 Construction
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 Emergencies
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Events

 

[image: We develop contingency plans so that your company does not stop its activity]
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 Contingency plans

 

[image: We are your trusted partner, we adapt to your projects and needs]
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 Facilities



[image: Rental of applications and equipment for air conditioning and electrical supply in industrial processes]
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 Industrial and Business
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 Installers
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 Mining and tunnels
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 Shipping companies
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 Individuals

 



   





WE ARE PART OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ASSOCIATIONS IN THE SECTOR
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[image: AEFYT Asociación de empresas de frío y sus tecnologías]
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[image: Eventoplus |El portal líder para organizadores de eventos]
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TST Torres Servicios Técnicos - consultas@tstservicios.com 

We work throughout Spain, Portugal, France and Morocco


 Headquartes Barcelona | Madrid | Euskadi | Valencia | Sevilla | Murcia | Casablanca




TST Torres Servicios T�cnicos



Home| commercial dep.  |Backoffice  | Legal note | Privacy Policy  | complaints channel  | Cookies policy  | Contact 
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